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◇Pastor Takahashi’s Message◇     

A new ministerial year has begun with new leadership 
as the JAUC elected new lay leaders and approved the 
budget at the 2017 Annual Congregational Meeting. I 
would like to take this opportunity to express my 
wholehearted gratitude for the steadfast faithfulness 
and dedicated service of those who served in 2016 and 
prepared for the annual meeting. I prayerfully look 
forward to serving the Lord with you as one body of 
Christ this year. ◆When the disciples began to argue 
with one another who was the greatest, Jesus said to 
them “Truly I tell you, unless you change and become 
like children, you will never enter the kingdom of 
heaven. Whoever becomes humble like this child is the 
greatest in the kingdom of heaven. Whoever welcomes 
one such child in my name welcomes me.” (Matthew 
18:3-5) This story is told in all the synoptic Gospels. 
Some read this simply as a lesson of modesty and 
humbleness. However, Jesus’ teaching is more 
profound than just a moral lesson. The Lord calls us to 
make fundamental changes, to transform in order to 
enter God’s kingdom. We are called to change our 
current value system to a fundamentally different value 
system. ◆ On a recent Sunday, I was having lunch 
with Kerry who had been helping to fix ceiling damage 
from rain in the 4th floor apartment. Keigo who had 
just turned three this past December came to our table 
smiling at us. Kerry pulled out a quarter from his 
pocket to play “Dotchi da?” or “Which one is it?” The 
first time, he got it. And the second time, again he got 

it. Kerry said “You got it. These are yours.” offering 2 
quarters to Keigo. He, however, shook his head and 
asked to play more instead. We played a few more 
times, and Kerry again offered the reward, but he 
shook head, smiling happily, and left the two coins on 
the table. Then, I realized what he wanted was fun, not 
money or winning. He enjoyed having fun playing with 
two “uncles”. He was happy and satisfied, so he left the 
money and walked away leaving us a smile. Three-
year-old Keigo showed me God’s word in flesh. The 
young child lives with a totally different value system, 
a value system which is closer to that of the kingdom 
of God. ◆Our ultimate goal in Christian faith life is to 
see God. Not visually to see God but to experience God 
with all our senses. An old Japanese word「まみゆ 
MAMIYU 」 means seeing something with all our 
senses.  The word captures a comprehensive meaning 
more than just seeing. More like experiencing, and 
spiritually engaging. Seeing God means experiencing 
God with all our senses, with heart, mind, spirit, and all 
might. Trying to figure out who God is with all our 
hearts, minds, soul, and strength, we read the Bible; we 
question; we wrestle with those questions and even 
doubts, and we share our struggles and love with 
brothers and sisters. That is what it means to love God 
our Lord with heart, mind, soul, and all might.  Human 
wisdom is limited. If we don’t remember that, we may 
commit a sinful act of arrogance. Arrogance means 
“not asking questions” in Greek. If we boast of strong 
faith and stop asking questions about what the bible 
says, we also fall into a sinful act of arrogance. Doubt 
is a part of faith as Paul Tillich, a German- American 
theologian who taught systematic theology at Union 
Seminary in NYC told us. We tend to believe what we 
have experienced is the only God for all. Our image of 
God is projected on a screen made of our tradition, our 
reason, and our experience. When we realize the image 
of our God on our screen is different from those on our 
neighbors’ screens, we falsely make judgment and 
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JAUC is a Christian community seeking to reach out, especially 
to Japanese and those who are interested in Japan in the greater 
New York City area, with the purpose of sharing faith in Christ 
and growing together in Christian discipleship through worship, 
fellowship, study, evangelism and mission. 
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eagerly defend ours by demanding that ours is right, 
while theirs wrong.  God gave us “the Lamb of God 
who takes away the sin of the world!” Before the 
divine love, we all are just little children. God’s Grace 
makes us ONE. Let us be ONE and gather at the cross. 
“Let the one who boasts, boast in the Lord.” 

◇Church Activities & Schedules◇ 

■Sunday Service Scripture Verse The Scripture verses 
for February Sunday service are: Feb. 5 -Matthew 
5:13-20; Feb. 12 –Matthew 5:21-37; Feb. 19 – 
Matthew 5:38-48; Feb. 26 –Matthew 17:1-9; Mar. 5 –
Matthew 4:1-11. Pastor Takahashi includes the 
lectionary verses from the Old Testament, Psalms, and 
the Epistles. To read these verses, see the website www. 
lectionarypage.net.  
■ Annual Congregational Meeting JAUC’s Annual 
Congregation Meeting was held on Jan. 29 and was 
attended by 42 members. As the denominational 
representatives, Rev. William G. Smartt (United 
Methodist Church, Assisting Elder of Metropolitan 
District), Rev. Amy Nyland (the Executive Minister of 
the Regional Synod of NY, the Reformed Church of 
America, RCA), and Rev. Jessica Kast Keat (Vice 
President of the Classis of NY, RCA) attended. Mr. 
Satoshi Nakamura and Ms. Rika Marubashi Downs 
were elected as Board of Directors (BoD) serving 
2017-2019. Mr. Stanley Kanzaki is an alternate. Ms. 
Gerri Yoshida will serve as the new BoD chair. Mr. 
Satoshi Nakamura, Mr. Peter Yoshida, and Ms. Kaoru 
Suzuki were elected as new Board of Trustees (BoT) 
members. Ms. Kaoru Szuki became the BoT chair. Ms. 
Mr. Peter Yoshida will join the Staff Parish Pastor 
Relationship Committee (SPPRC). One additional 
member will be named by the BoD later. The 2017 
Budget plan was also approved at the meeting. We 
would like to recognize all the faithful service done by 
the former BoD chair Ms. Tomoko Sugawara and all 

other BoD, BoT, and SPPRC members who completed 
their terms.   
■ Mini Ashram by Rev. Megumi Enomoto Rev. 
Megumi Enomoto, the senior pastor of Ashram Center 
in Oumi-Hachiman, Japan (father of our brother Mr. 
Sora Enomoto) will hold a mini “ashram” event at 
JAUC on Saturday, Feb. 18, from 1pm top 4:30pm. 
The theme of the session is “Look at the birds of the 
air.” (Matthew 6:26) The main program of “ashram” is 
reading the Scripture verses for 30 minutes or one hour 
and listening to God’s calm voice, followed by a time 
of sharing, in small groups. Admission is $10 (plus free 
offering during the event). Reservation needed; if you 
are interested, please contact Mr. Sora Enomoto.   

◇Church Members & Friends◇       

Dance Project for Visually Impaired People at 
Sweden (written by Ms. Mana Hashimoto) Our sister 
Ms. Mana Hashimoto, a dancer with a visual 
impairment, held a dance project in Uppsala, Sweden, 
last December. The following is Ms. Hashimoto’s 
narrative of the event. ◆ 2 Corinthians 4:17-18: “For 
our momentary light affliction is producing for us an 
absolutely incomparable eternal weight of glory. So we 
do not focus on what is seen, but on what is unseen. 
For what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is 
eternal.” In December 2016, after one year of planning, 
my performance and workshop “Dance without sight” 
was held in Uppsala, Sweden. Offering a barrier-free 
stage that visually impaired persons can enjoy had been 
my dream, and now, in Scandinavia, a significant step 
was made. ◆There is still a strong preconceived image 
that dance is an art to be enjoyed dominantly by sight. 
Indeed, visually impaired people have almost no 
opportunity to enjoy dance performance. I, too, often 
experience that it is more challenging to enjoy dance 
performance than performing a dance by myself. When 
I go to appreciate dance with my family and friends, I 
listen to the sounds of dancers’ footsteps and music, 
helped by other people’s explanation how 
performances are going on the stage. However, it is 
often difficult to enjoy an abstract dance from a seat 
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remote from the stage, and sometimes my friends’ 
explanations for me become annoyance for others in 
the audience. Through these experiences, the necessity 
to secure visually impaired people’s accessibility to 
dance theater became my dream. ◆For the December 
workshop, I prepared a 30-minutes solo dance piece 
titled “Stories of the Blind, Light, Shadow and Wind.” 
I chose the light and the shadow in our life and the 
wind coming from somewhere as the main motifs. 
Before the performance, I led a tour for the visually 
impaired audience where they could touch the stage. I 
described the history of the theater and the atmosphere 
of the building and let them touch the stage instruments 
and costumes. I led them out onto the stage so that they 
could feel the size of the space. During my 
performance, staff described my movements to them, 
based on the script. After the performance, one visually 
impaired person enthusiastically told: “Until today, I 
have never enjoyed a dance performance so much!” 
That was a joyful moment that both those who have 
visual impairment and sighted audience could enjoyed 
the dance performance together. ◆On the second day, 
I hold a workshop “Dance without Sight,” based on the 
theme “Close your eyes and open your heart.” At this 
workshop, which I have been holding for eight years, 
we try to find a dance within us, not using our eyes. 
Those who can see join the workshop blindfolded and 
they dance. Twenty people participated in my 
workshop in Uppsala. They were diverse types of 
people: the group included a woman with a cute 
grandchild, a college student, a person with a Lower 
vision, a person with infantile paralysis, a musician, an 
actor of a theater company. It seems that they, with 
their sharp sensitivity, noted that enjoying dancing is 
not limited to a visual experience but it can be enjoyed 
through all five senses. ◆The Scripture says that “what 
is unseen is eternal.” On the day when I left Uppsala, it 
was snowing since morning. The snow covered the 
street, and it melted on my face and my hand holding 
the white cane. I could not see the scene with my 
physical eyes anymore, but from the limitless sky 
created by the Lord, snow was falling like the Holy 

Spirit, and the cold pieces of snow became one with me 
on my skin, heated by my body heat. I would like to 
express my sincere gratitude for all those who 
supported me with their invisible prayers throughout 
this tour. I thank God that this project has been led by 
His limitless love and amazing guidance, pouring on 
me through such prayers. Amen. Mana Hashimoto, a 
dancer (HP: www. manahashimoto.com) 

◇Local Church Network◇       

■Leonia Japanese Service The SMJ (Special Ministry 
to Japanese; Coordinator: Ms. Imado) is holding a 
Japanese worship service at the Presbyterian Church in 
Leonia, NJ (181 Fort Lee Road, Leonia) every 1st and 
3rd Sunday, 3pm. If you have any Japanese friends 
living in Fort Lee area, please recommend the service 
to them! 

◇Prayer Requests◇ 

Please remember the following people in your prayers: 
Victims of the massive fire in Itoigawa, Japan; victims 
of the senseless attacks in Canada, Berlin, Nice, 
Orlando, and other places; victims of the mass killing 
of the physically and mentally challenged people at 
Sagamihara, Japan; those trapped in Aleppo; those 
affected by the earthquakes in Kumamoto, Japan, Italy, 
Ecuador, and other places; refugees in Syria, Iraq, and 
Libya; those suffering from the aftereffects of 
Hurricane Matthew, Hurricane Sandy, and the East 
Japan Earthquake; June Goldberg, Michiko Gorman, 
Charles Hanasaki (Love Joy Peace Church), Teruo 
Inoue, Young Kim, George Mukai, Masaari Naito 
(Tuckahoe Church; suffered from a stroke); Ai Oguchi 
(Westminster Japanese Church, Atlanta), Nanako 
Oguri; Rev. Masahiko Sagara, Rev. Yugo Suzuki, 
Umeko Takeshige’s mother, Yuriko Tomita, Akira 
Yamazaki (Ms. Horiuchi’s brother), Kentaro Yoshida, 
John Yoshinaga.  
Newsletter Team: Ken & Noriko Kurihara, Junko 
Noguchi, Momoko Enomoto  
 

 
 


